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AI Adoption success-stories – SLK Customers
Adoption Strategies
How can SLK Help?
SLK believes in ensuring continuous growth of customers by inspiring and empowering them to be the best in delivering solutions to meet global IT challenges.
To further this mission, SLK is equipped with high quality Banking & Financial Services Consulting Group & AI focused service line supported by an experienced
Business and IT research team.
The team leverages industry experts, expert articles, analyst firms like Gartner, Forrester, IDC, Aite, Celent among others to bring you the industry insights,
trends, best practices and proposes strategies for innovation and transformation.
This research focuses on the AI and its adoption in BFSI segment in North America and the various ways in which the industry is dealing with it.
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SLK – Data Service Line & BCG
Strategy
Passionate group of consultants with 500+
years of experience between them

We help customers to visualize, conceptualize & realize

Creative

Business

the solution addressing business visions

Bringing together attributes of

Strategy, business, technology and creativity to solve customer problems

Technology

What differentiates us from competition is “Passion and eager for success”
Contributors to this report
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Chaithanya (Chai) Krishnan

Mukesh Chandra

Manohara A

Head

Delivery Head

Principal Consultant BCG

Architect
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AI Service Line

AI Service Line

AI Service Line

AI Service Line
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Our Data Science/AI Focus Areas

01

02

03

Unlock Data
From the Core

Analytical AI
(Voice of
Customer)

Functional AI
(Convergence
IoT, Cloud…)

04

Interactive AI
(Intelligent
Virtual
Assistants)

05

06

07

Text Based AI
Cognitive AI
Smart Data Pi
(Text
(Document,
peline &
Recognition,
Voice,
Visualization
Speech to text) Visual Analytics) Enablement

08

Visual AI
(Computer
Vision, A
ugmented
Reality)

Discover Greater Insights… Maximize Business
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Artificial Intelligence
– An Introduction
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What is Artificial Intelligence?
A suite of technologies that perform, enhance or transform business activities by simulating human behavior, with
the aim of improving business efficiency or effectiveness
Learns patterns from historical data
No need to be explicitly program the rules

01

Pattern Detection

------------

Recognize (ir)regularities in data

02

Foresight

------------

Determine the probability of future events

03

Customization

------------

Generate rules from specific profiles & apply general data to optimize outcomes

04

Decision-making

------------

Generate rules from general data & apply specific profiles against those rules

05

Interaction

------------

Can learn complex and hidden patterns and can surpass human intelligence

Communicate with humans through digital or analogue mediums
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Different Dimensions of AI

Data Science

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Data Gathering

Data Sub-setting

Data Pipelining

Foresights

BI & Data Insights

Domain Expertise

Techniques enabling computers to mimic human actions /
behaviors

Subset of AI field, which uses data science techniques to
learn and machines to improve with experiences
Unsupervised
Learning

Deep Learning

Supervised
Learning

Reinforcement
Learning

Subset of ML that mimics neural system of humans
Image & Video
Processing

Speech
Recognition

Natural Language
Processing (NLP)
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AI development over time
Mainframes

Semiconductors

Big data

Cloud Era

Internet of things

1953 - IBM unveils the IBM 701

1971 – Intel launches intel 4004

1998 – John Mashey

2006 – Amazon

2008-09 – More ‘things or

“Defense Calculator” mainframe

chip, known as the 1st commercially

popularizes the term “big data”

launches AWS

objects’ than people are now

available microprocessor

provides a logical

research by
funding from DARPA

framework on how to build

Newell & Simon’s general

‘Intelligent’ machines

problem solver
Joseph Weizenbaum’s
ELIZA

1980S

Lack of Computing power

John Hopfield & David

limits the progress of AI

Rumelhart popularize

technologies, drying up
funding

“deep learning”
techniques
Japanese government
invests $400 M in AI and
related techs

AI Spring

1990S
IBM Deep Blue defeats
Grand Master Gary
Kasparov

Dragon systems speech
recognition software is

introduced in Windows

2010 PRESENT

2000S
Stanford robot wins
DARPA grand challenge
Google Brain uses GPUs
to create capable deep
neural nets (2009)
Self-driving car project
from Google begins

---------------------------------------------------

Intelligence, which

leads boom in AI

AI Winter

---------------------------------------------------

computing machinery &

Academic institutions

AI Spring

1970S
---------------------------------------------------

Alan Turing publishes

1960S
---------------------------------------------------

1950S

AI Winter

---------------------------------------------------

AI Spring

---------------------------------------------------

Science fiction

connected to internet

SIRI is released from
Apple – First modern
“Virtual Assistant”
AlphaGo, from Google
Deepmind defets Lee
Sedol on a game of Go
using reinforcement
learning.

AI does not exist in a vacuum – it’s capabilities will be intertwined with the development of all other technological
innovations, emerging technologies (RPA, cloud, IoT, APIs & others) are mutually reinforcing
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Influence of AI on different aspects of business
Data Explosion and emerging technologies is influencing the way business is redefining
the way they do things

Doing the same things, better

Doing something radically different

Leaner, Faster
Ops

Tailored Products
& Advice

Ubiquitous
Presence

Smart
Decisioning

New Value
Propositions

Smarter Operations

Personalized interactions

Additional touch-points and

Optimized business

Use AI to deliver brand new products,

Better, leaner Operations

& advice

channels All products &

outcomes & intelligence

services & business models

Personalized products

services

Insights to better

Differentiating offers through

& services

available in all channels

sales & services

new business models
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Technology Stack
Visualization

Application Services

Speech API

Platform Services

SageMaker

Frameworks &
interfaces

!"#$%&'

Data

Infrastructure

IoT/
Edge

Machine Learning VMs

Edge
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AI in Fintech Market Map
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AI Use-Cases in Banking & Insurance
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AI for Banking and Insurance: Market Outlook
Global business information provider IHS Markit predicts that the business value of
artificial intelligence (AI) in banking will reach $300 billion by 2030.

A report by AutonomousNEXT estimated that by 2030, the potential cost savings
by applying AI in BFSI were $490 billion in front office operations, $350 billion in middle office,
$200 billion in the back office operations.
As per ResearchAndMarkets study Artificial Intelligence in United States
Banking & Finance Industry for 2019-2025 Anticipating a CAGR of 28.4%

Juniper Research 2019 forecasts that the Global value of AI underwritten insurance
premiums will exceed $20 billion by 2024, up from an estimated $1.3 billion in 2019
Inkwood Research estimated the market size for artificial intelligence in Europe was
forecast to grow at 44.45% CAGR over the projected years of 2018-2026.
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AI for Banking – Maturity of areas

Risk, Chatbots, Underwriting & personalization
seems to be more popular in early adoption

“More Mature” areas have dedicated vendor solutions,
can be adopted easily to enhance customer experience
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AI for Banking – Maturity of areas

Chatbots, Underwriting, Alternate data
analysis and Risk & Fraud seems to be
more popular in early adoption

“More Mature” areas have dedicated
vendor solutions, which could be
adopted easily to enhance customer
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AI for Banking and Insurance: Key Questions
What are the right use cases and subject areas
to start along with buy in from business?

How to tackle the change

What is the right technology

management of the organization

choice?

and sway employee concerns

about the impact of AI/ML on their
jobs

Hiring and incubating the right

What infrastructure investments

skill set for the AI/ML journey

are required?

How to drive adoption of the Data Science(AI/ML)
solutions at scale?
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AI for Banking and Insurance: Banking & Insurance

Product
Innovation

Customer
Experience

Risk
Management

Process
Innovation

Improve Business
Efficiency

Banking

Credit Analysis

Next-best Action

Fraud / AML

Lead Generation

Business Profitability

Customer Profitability

Virtual Agent

Customer Due Diligence

Customer Segmentation

Sales Performance

Sentiment Analysis

Next-best Offer

Cross-sell Opportunities

Campaign Management

Channel Performance

Social Media Analysis

Relationship Pricing

Portfolio Risk Management

Personalized Marketing

Operational Efficiency

Customer Attritions

Biometric Authentication

Credit Risk Models

Product Distribution
Trading insights

indications
Insurance

Sentiment Analysis

Virtual Agent

Fraud Identification

Quote Conversion

Business Profitability

Social Media Analysis

Biometric Authentication

Cross-sell Opportunities

Customer Segmentation

Sales Performance

Customer Attritions

Alerting based on

Claim Forecast

Campaign Management

Channel Performance

indications

Telematics Data

Reserve Management

Personalized Marketing

Operational Efficiency

Product Pricing

Zero Touch Claims

Reinsurance Services

Product Distribution

Litigation Management

Telematics Data based

Rating Calculation

Risk Assessment
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AI Adoption Stories
World, US and Regional Bank View
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AI Adoption in Top American Banks
Contract Intelligence – to analyze legal documents and extract important data points and clauses.
Emerging Opportunity Engine – to help “identify clients best positioned for follow-on equity offerings.” To be e
xpanded to Debt Capital Market
Chat bot – to respond to service desk requests.

Chat bot to respond to service desk requests
Advanced Listening Monitors
Predictive Banking – providing customers various alerts based on scenarios
Alerting customers of higher-than-average recurring billing payments.
Reminding a customer to transfer money into their savings account if they have more money than average in
their checking account.

Chat bot (Erica)
Alert customers if their spending habit could likely bring their balance to zero
Reminders for recurring payments
Lock and unlock debit/credit cards

Fraud and Anti Money Laundering
ML and Big Data to monitor potential customer threats and prevents criminal activities.
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AI Adoption in Top American Banks
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AI Adoption in Top American Insurance Companies
Drive Safe and Save program provide evidence which suggests that driver data collection and interpretation
will play increasingly important roles in State Farms’ approach to customizing insurance options and providing
customer discounts with the help AI.

AI Trained app help drivers involved in a car accident quickly assess the damage to their car in real-time using
a smartphone camera.

ABIe ,virtual assistant developed to assist Allstate agents seeking information on Allstate Business Insurance
(ABI) commercial insurance products.

Progressive Insurance is leveraging machine learning algorithms for predictive analytics based on data collected
from client drivers.
Progressive claims that its telematics has collected 14 billion miles of driving data, leveraging this data with the
help of AI resulted
increase in commercial lines from zero to 9 percent
personal lines reportedly increased from 2 to 6 percent
21

AI Adoption Stories
SLK Success Stories
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Our Success Stories
ATM & Branch Optimization using Spatial

Make your Data Speak - Voice of Customer

3 New States identified for Expansion
Next 50,000 Customers Identified

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next Best Customer identification @ Super
Regional Bank

Enabled Bank’s Relationship Manager to identify their top percentile
customers and also understand the existing customer’s preferences
& characteristics w.r.t products & services through exploratory and
predictive analytics by taking both external and internal inputs
100% risk profile coverage
3% increase in business
20% Top customers identified

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Optimized Branch, ATM locations of bank to cover 80% of customer
spread to be within 10 miles with 0.016 mile accuracy through
convergence of Big Data, Digital, API, AI/ML, Spatial technologies.
Additional objectives of New Customer Acquisition & Geographical
expansion also realized

@ Midsized Regional Bank

Enabled prioritization of customer issues and decision
management dashboard based on the voice of the customer
models resulting in:
30% increase in CSAT Score
24% Reduction in Issue Resolution & Turnaround times
10% increase in customer retention rates

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Analytics

Customer Churn Reduction for Private Wealth
Management LOB @ Large Regional Bank

Early identification of potential client product usage
diminishment, full product, client and relationship exits and
enhanced insights into client needs
25% reduction in customer attrition from 8% to 6%
$1.5M/Year Savings
100% Integrated DevOps & Agile methodology
3 Year Exploratory Data Analytics (EDA) kept ready
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Our Success Stories - Contd…
User Log Data Analytics

IT Service Ticket Analysis

Multi-Lingual Ticket Analysis

Voice Of Customer Analysis

Log processing is tedious task and

IT Service Desk receives logs from

Different type of tickets, generated

Customers’ interactions are

is performed manually

various sources like server logs,

in different environments such as

highly unstructured and captured

exception logs, web logs

PROD, EUA etc.

through various sources such as

Captured logs from different log

social media, review sites, mails

generation tools such as system

Data is available as free flowing

Diverse set of tickets handled by

logs, user action logs etc.

text

various resource entities based on
their roles

90% of the valuable information is

Extract important information using

unstructured

NLP and text analytics

Valuable information of ticket is

Index etc. Better & quick Resolution

available in comments section,

and provided ability to monitor
Customer journey

Cumulative insights from the

manually written by different

data into structured format

complete data such as time span,

resources in different languages

assignees, resolved tickets etc.

(French, English)

Provided intuitive and informative

Important input to multiple
downstream applications such as

Detailed analysis and dashboard

Important fields were extracted

Customer Churn Indicator,

at the server level

using text analytics and deep

Marketing – Campaign

learning

Management, Cross Sell and Up

Automated log processing resulted
in massive savings in time and

Identified and predicted the

effort of engineers in addition to re-

high-priority events ahead of time

duction in log processing time

Generated Severity, Net Promoter
Score (NPS), Customer Loyalty

Applied analytics to convert the

dashboards

etc.

Sell
Provision to analyze individual
incidents to understand the

Led to enhanced workflow

incident in details

management
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Challenges and Solutions
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AI Challenges and How to Address them
One of the biggest

With so many complex data

challenges for any AI system

regulatory laws, banks may

is the lack of data

not have the freedom to

management. Data needs to

work with personal and

be democratize across

sensitive data of customers

teams and roles

for analytics projects.

Lack of consistency between
different groups who have
their own individual process
& models with different
information/format

One big worry that every
company has is how will my
models perform down the
time, will the performance be
maintained at acceptance
level or will it degrade over a
period.

Data Silos

Regulatory

Model Risk

Environment

Management & Validation

Use data orchestration to

Use Pseudonymization to

collaborate and manage the

process personal data. Plus

silos of sparse data across

with some expertise and

the enterprise. AI team

education of people, careful

should get access to this

governance processes, and

data store

the right tools, it’s possible
comply to data privacy laws

Train the model for
consistency and accuracy,
to reduce false-positives
and enable stronger
governance structure.

Model Future
Proofing

Continual monitoring and
optimization of the deployed
models, based on the
business need. Where model
performance goes below
acceptance level, model will
be retrained / rewired
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AI Strategy for Adoption
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Roadmap of AI Journey
Phase-3: Find the
Right Partners
Phase-2: Ready your
Organization
Make AI Cross-Functional:
Creating AI center of excellence to

Phase-1: Identify your
use cases
Help the Customer
Identify the use-cases which cater
personalized interest of the customer

co-ordinate & collaborate between
department is critical to successful
implementation
Start with Business needs
Start with business need & address them
incrementally

Improve the Enterprise

Plan for Quick Wins

Pick up use-cases which bring reve-

Pilots make it far easier to deploy AI

nue & mitigate risk of the organization.

solutions rapidly, convince senior leaders
about the value of AI and secure funding

Protect the Customer & Enterprise
Safeguard the interest of customer
upholding the integrity of organiza-

for larger projects
Build a Digital Culture

Internal Hires:
AI is experimental& ongoing, cross train
the internal team
Turnkey solution:
Lot of developed solution are available to
be deployed immediately, you just need
technical partner.
Third-party Partners:
3rd party partner enable you to retain your
core focus on customers & financial
services, complements your strengths with
cutting-edge skills &technology.
How to choose the right external partner :
Create scorecard.
Vet their expertise
Assess cultural fit

Create different roles to manage data

tion picking use-case like regulatory

ownership, governance, quality &

reporting, fraud detection & AML

technology
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AI System Life Cycle
AI Business Objective
Constantly monitor model
performance and optmize/re-train
to keep it up-to-date
Monitoring and

Data

Optimization

Integration with business apps
to automate and drive
intelligent decision making.

Identify various data sources
and aggregate data to give a
unified view

Acquisition

Integration with

Data Preparation

Business Apps

and Wrangling

Model

Deployment

Deploy data pipeline and model
into production so that output can
be consumed by business
applications

Data transformations, cleaning,
feature engineering and
statistical analysis

Model Development
& Evaluation

Building models using appropriate
ML algorithms and evaluation to
find best fit model
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AI for Banking and Insurance: Emerging Team
Chief Data Officer Organization (Oversight)
Data Organization
Data Governance
Coordinator
Data Stewards

[Retail/Commercial/Lending]

Product Owner
SCRUM Master

IT Organization
(Oversight)
Enterprise Data Architect
Solution Engineers
Data Integration
Practice
UX, QA & Operations
Practice

Support Functions

LOBs

!
!
!
!
!

Sales
Finance
Marketing
HR
Facilities
Advanced Analytics

Development Team
Business Subject Matter Expertise
Data Stewardship
Data Science/ Statistical Skills
Data Engineering / Architecture
Presentation/ BI Report Development Skills
Data Quality Assurance
DevOps

Business Analysts
Data Analysts
Data Scientists
Data Statisticians &
Engineers
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How can SLK help?
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How can SLK Help enterprises?
Smart Data & Analytics
Big Data Imp Strategy, BI & Analytics, Use case Identification,
Models / Framework - Develop & Enhance

Smart Data Pipeline

Data Strategy & Consulting
Data Strategy / Roadmap, Environment & Arch
Assessment, Maturity Assessment, Products
Evaluation

Collect + Ingest + transform, Store + Manage,
Query + Process + provide, Visualization + Display
Dashboards & Reporting, UI & UX, Scorecard & KPIs

Data & Decision Science
Predictive, Prescriptive, Descriptive,
Text, NLP

Convergence
Cloud, IoT, API, Low Code, Digital

Data Governance

SLK Data
Service Line:
“Believes in 3
things- The Sun,
The Moon, The
Data”

Data Profiling & Quality,
Regulations & Compliance,
Data Stewardship, Audit

!

!

Data Management Services
ETL, EDW, DM, ODS, Data &
Canonical Models, Master & Meta
Data Management, Data
Modeling & Arch
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Few Snippets of our offering

Digital Strategy and
Consulting

IT Strategy and
Architectural Services

Business Process Optimization
& Re-engineering

CX driven Digital strategy and
consulting using AI, API and Cloud

Our unique methodology helps your
enterprise in IT transformation journey

Our automation led initiatives to solve
business and IT operations

M&A Consulting and
Execution
Expertise in definition and execution of
Mergers, acquisition and divestures

Product Enabled Services

Business Innovation

Unique mixture of industry product
knowledge to solve enterprise
problems

Solve business problems using innovative
accelerators, industry solutions & SLK Products

Art of the Innovation

+

Art of the Pragmatism
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About SLK
At SLK Software, we recognize the speed at which the world is transforming, the
impact it creates and the opportunity it offers our customers. We are at the forefront
of guiding and partnering with our customers through their transformation in order
to maximize its value. We believe in the power of simplification and automation as a
means to offer a whole new experience.

Our Consulting Team
SLK believes in ensuring continuous growth of customers by inspiring and empowering
them to be the best in delivering solutions to meet global IT challenges. To further this
mission, SLK is equipped with high quality BFSI Consulting Group supported by an
experienced Business and IT research team.
The team leverages industry experts, expert articles, analyst firms like Gartner, Forrester,
IDC, Celent, Aite among others to bring you industry insights, trends, best practices
and also proposes strategies for innovation and transformation.
Our recent research focuses on the impact of Covid-19 on Insurance services in North
America and the various ways in which the industry is dealing with it.

Strong today. Stronger tomorrow.
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Disclaimer
This document is prepared by SLK Software based on its professional
assessment of the current events and impact. The document is intended to
give the user a generic perspective of the impact of the current event and is
does not take into account or is not an assessment of the user’s business or
any circumstances that are specific to the user’s business. SLK Software
disclaims, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability

SLK America Inc.
525 Vine St. Suite 2300,
Cincinnati, OH 45202 USA
Singapore | Netherlands | India | UK | Germany | France

for the accuracy and completeness of the information and its applicability or
fitness for a specific purpose or the ability of the user to rely upon it as
professional advice. SLK Software does not provide any professional advise on
legal, regulatory, audit, or tax matters.
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